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President’s Piece
It’s great to be back in action after our enforced break from Club activities and I trust
that you are pleased to be able to drive your MG again, on an organised club run. You
can now drive to South Australia but if you return you will have to go into quarantine!

Most MG events and meetings all around the world have been cancelled or postponed
since February, including those planned by your club. However, as you probably know,
Tony Ford was quick off the starting blocks with the MGA Register run on Sunday 7 th
June. It was a warm sunny day; all enjoyed the run through the hills.
The June Mid-Week Run was postponed from the 11th to the 18th because of the
weather forecast, then it was moved to Tuesday 16 th. A wise move as it turned out to
be a beautiful warm sunny day, just perfect for the run.
The club committee have held 3 meetings since March, one a ‘Virtual meeting’ and the
other two in the Clubrooms [maintaining social distancing’]. There were few reports to
consider and few bills to pay. We did agree to give all current financial members as at
30 December 2020, a $10-00 rebate on their 2021 membership fees, as recognition of
the lack of organised club activities during the past three months.
I am pleased to say that our membership continues to grow slowly and trust that the
new members will be made welcome when we meet them. Ian Campbell has been busy
researching our options to update/replace our current website that uses very unfriendly
‘Joomla’ software. I will keep you updated on the project progress.
Unfortunately, under the Covid-19 Phase Three Safety Plan, the clubrooms at Hardy
Road have a maximum capacity of 26 persons, which is insufficient for a General
Meeting. The committee are evaluating other options.
As you probably know the 2020 Natmeet, planned for the Easter weekend was
cancelled. It will now take place next Easter at the same location, Albury/Wodonga.
Luckily the club Facebook Group membership has been building up and is providing a
very useful additional service to members. If you have any MG questions, join the
group, post them and answers from other users will appear quite quickly. There is a
wealth of MG knowledge and experience out there amongst our members, waiting to
be utilised.
Many MG owners around the world have not been as lucky as us in WA, during the C-19
crisis, as they have not been able to drive their cars on the roads at all and many are still
not able to do so. The sales of the new MG models here and in the UK have been very
44

good over the past 3 months, with in many cases, larger percentage increases than
most other makes. Equally the auction prices of classic MG’s in OZ have been very
positive, with a 54 TF 1500 ‘project’ car fetching $40,500 at Shannon’s recent auction.
And a warm welcome to all our new members:
Brian Jones
- 1960 MGA
Howard Emery
- 1950 MG YA
Daniel Gerson
- 1970 Midget red
Carissa Peche
- 1966 MGB white
Alison Goldsmith - 1970 MGB red and
Susan Chafer
- 2019 Scottish Silver MG3

Doug Bush

46 Irvine Street
Maylands WA 6051

Phone - 93718442
ACN 056 846 694

Email - sportscargarage@bigpond.com
Web - www.sportscargarage.com.au
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Activities whilst in Covid-19 lockdown
As you will see I have attached some photos of
my ‘Y type’ which I recently used to celebrate
my grandson’s eighth birthday with a “drive by”,
Levi loved it.

Then last Saturday evening it should have been my friends daughter’s engagement
party which had to be cancelled due to the virus but another surprise ‘drive by’ was
organised where some sixteen cars all adorned with decorations filed past her house
with horns blasting and lights flashing in celebration of her engagement the party of
which
will
now
take
place
at
a
later
date.
The ‘Y’ was again dressed up, as was
Sandi and myself and we joined the
convoy to surprise the potential Bride
and Groom who were happy and pleased
with the cavalcade that filed passed their
home.
So in these times of social distancing I
have kept myself occupied by car
decorating!

Surprising what can be done with
cardboard, duct tape, cable ties and
paint
Sandi and Paul Bowerman
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Some people spend the time doing
repairs or maintenance on their pride
and joy, others set out to put a smile
on friends faces

Travel Associates Kalamunda is a boutique travel
agency, with a focus on uncompromising customer
service. Experience lies at the heart of everything
we do, our team of advisers have over 100 years
combined experience. Drawing on those decades
of industry experience and a genuine passion for
travel, let their travel
advisers specially craft
tailored itineraries to perfectly fit your travel style
and preferences.
Just imagine where their experience could take you.
Their spacious and stylish office is the perfect place to slow things down over a
relaxed beverage and discuss your individual travel needs in a private and
uninterrupted environment. They will work with you to carefully prepare all of the
arrangements.

Call 9257 1388 and let Travel Associates Kalamunda bring your next
dream holiday to life. Travel Associates, when Experience counts.
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Visit to Kimber House, Abingdon
Tony Bagshaw
I was in England from late February to mid-March this year; passing through Abingdon
on the way to Oxford I wanted to drop into Kimber House, the HQ of the MGCC. I was
last there in 2008 when plans were in hand to expand the building.
The result is impressive, with more storage and display space as well as a display area to
accommodate at least 2 MGs. The staff were most helpful. I spent a couple of hours
wandering around the memorabilia, souvenirs and bookcases; quite a number of MG
Clubs from around the world had photos and newsletters on display. A large compactus
houses production records rescued from being discarded; I delved into the P-type area
as I was interested in looking for information on my 1934 MG PA.
However, the car was in a batch of seven PAs (PA0482-0488) imported in CKD
(completely knocked down) form (with bodies manufactured locally) by Lanes Motors in
Melbourne during the second half of 1934; there were no specific extra details on the
car in the records.
I stayed that night at the Holiday Inn at Abingdon. Appropriately the artwork in the
restaurant reflected the MG heritage; the photos show two displays composed of MG
parts! (opposite page)
I lived in Oxford during the 1960s and have fond memories of visiting the MG factory in
Abingdon a number of times on MGCC events, driving my supercharged MG TD.
The weather on this visit was not conducive to motoring activities so I didn’t get the
chance to see any MGs in action. And I wasn’t intent on extending my stay, leaving the
UK just before lockdown and having to quarantine at home for 2 weeks on return.
In the future (when overseas travel returns!), if you are in the UK near Abingdon then
allow some time to visit Kimber House. You won’t be disappointed.
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MGA Register: 1st Post Covid-19 Run
Sunday 7th June 2020
Club activities resumed again after the ‘Covid-19’ shutdown, with an MGA Register Run,
organised by Tony Ford and open to all MG owners. The brilliant sunrise that morning
at Henley Brook at 06:45 was accompanied by lightning and very cloudy skies but no
rain. What a morning we thought for a run in the MGA, roof down of course. However,
no worries as by the time we
set off at 09:15 to the start
venue at Mundaring, the
clouds were breaking up. We
arrived at the Car Park about
10:00 to find a good number
and variety of MG’s already
assembled. It was good to
meet up again with so many
friends, all happy and glad to
be out on the road in their
MG’s. After signing on with our
mobile numbers also being
listed,
[C-19
Phase
3
requirement], much distance
greetings and lots of chatter.
Tony gave us his drivers and
navigators
briefing,
accompanied by the usual
advice re the “bikies’ we might
encounter en-route during our
run through the Hills to the
Oakover Winery in the Swan
Valley.
Eventually just over 20 MG’s
were assembled. Tony led off
the convoy and we were the
‘Tail End Charlies’. It was a
MaGic run; the roads were
almost traffic free with a large
number of corners and hills to test the drivers and navigator’s skills. At the rear end of
our group we had about 8 cars always visible in front of us but we never saw ‘hide nor
hair’ of Tony and his band of followers, until we arrived at the finish. Our ‘A’ was
running nicely with the temperature gauge seldom going above 165 and oil pressure at
a steady 70 psi. The car was happy at that, as were we. We never had to exceed the
speed limit to keep pace with our group. We did encounter just two groups of motor
10

cyclists, one following and getting mixed up with
us and one opposite direction, who when the
latter group leader went past us in a dip, he was
going like the proverbial ‘Bat out of Hell’.
I am pleased to say that there were no
breakdowns and we only had to stop once for a
‘Stray’ whose solo driver was in the bushes when
we went past his B. We waited for him at the
next right turn and led him to the winery. All of
the roads were very familiar to us and of course
the section along Lancewood Avenue and
through the Brigadoon Estate, was driven with
gusto, as always. The long and winding downhill
section on Weir road gave everybody a chance to
test their brakes.
After crossing the Great Northern Highway we
arrived at Oakover to finish an excellent and most
enjoyable 1st Club run for over 10 weeks.
Thanks go to Tony for organising the run at such
short notice. Hopefully the ‘Physical Distancing
Rules’ will soon be a distant memory.
Doug and Christine Bush
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SOCIAL EVENTS IN JULY
All Club members are welcome to participate in these social events. As they are listed
on the Club’s events calendar, your concessionally registered car can be driven to, from
and during each event.

Classic Midweek Run – Thursday 9th July
The July Classic Midweek Run will commence from the Old Narrogin Inne in Albany Hwy
Armadale (unless otherwise advised by email closer to the date) gathering at 10:00am
for a 10:30am start. Join the usual collection of assorted MGs, Austin Healeys, Jaguars,
Triumphs, Aston Martins and other classic cars for a pleasant drive and lunch at a
country pub.
Please note that to comply with the State Government’s Covid-19 requirements and for
venue booking purposes, please let our Social Secretary Tony Ford know by email
(tonyford@westnet.com.au) or mobile (0400 202 474) if you are intending to join us on
JohnIfHughes
vehicle for this run, you may not be able to join us at the
this run.
you do display
not pre-register
lunch venue due to the State Government’s restrictions on patron numbers.

MGA Register Run – Sunday 12th July
The MGA Register is again hosting a lunch run after the very successful June Run. Meet
at the Mundaring Shopping Centre (car park at eastern end off Stoneville Road behind
KFC) at 10:00am for a prompt 10:15am start. The Lazy Corner Café, upstairs in the
shopping centre, is open for breakfast and/or coffee and cake for the early risers while
there is also a bakery for those partial to patisseries. Alternatively, there is a Dome
over the road!
To meet Covid-19 requirements and for venue booking purposes, please advise Tony
Ford (mobile 0400 202 474 or email tonyford@westnet.com.au) if you are intending to
join this Run.

Southern Chapter: ‘Christmas in July’ Lunch – Sunday 19th July
The Southern Chapter is hosting a Christmas in July lunch run, meeting at the Waroona
Bakery at 10:00am for a 10:45am start in festive spirit and dressed for the Christmas
Season! The run will proceed to Ye Olde Quindanning Inne for lunch, with a two
course meal and mulled wine for $35pp.
To meet Covid-19 requirements and for catering purposes, please advise the organisers
Ted and Robyn Mullins (0419 925 632 or robynted01@hotmail.com) by Saturday 11th
July if you will be attending. All Club members are most welcome.

Nog’n’Natter – Tuesday 21st July - CANCELLED
As the current ‘Phase 3’ Covid-19 social distancing restrictions would severely curtail
the number of Club members able to be accommodated in the Clubrooms, the July
Nog’n’Natter has been cancelled at the time of Octagon publication. If and when the
WA Government moves to further relax these restrictions and a monthly Nog’n’Natter
can again be held in the Clubrooms, members will be advised by email.
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Winter Woolies Run – Sunday 26th July
The annual Winter Woolies Run will be held on Sunday 26th July - come rain, hail or
shine! This is a traditional event for the Club and hardy intrepid MG owners will be up
bright and early, topless of course, to celebrate the midpoint of the winter season.
Organisers Ian and Lis Campbell have a great run lined up, finishing at a lunch venue for
a feed of hot food to warm the cockles (and other body parts). The run will commence
from Midland, meeting at 10:00am for a 10.30am start. Further details on the meeting
place and registration requirements are listed on page 14 in this Octagon.

ADVANCE NOTICE
Economy Run – Sunday 9th August
This year’s Economy Run on 9th August will start at 10:00am from the carpark of the
Mundaring Village shopping centre, off Stoneville Road (near the Great Eastern Hwy
traffic lights). The Run will cover approximately 160 km (100 miles) and will finish in
time for lunch at a local park – bring your own picnic or buy lunch from nearby food
outlets. The usual prestigious (and delicious) prizes will be awarded to category
winners and the results count towards the Club Championship trophy. If you don’t wish
to compete, come along anyway for a pleasant scenic drive! Organiser is Tony Ford,
mobile 0400 202 474 or email tonyford@westnet.com.au.

Southern Chapter: Nannup Flower and Garden Festival - Sunday 16th August
The Southern Chapter is hosting a run from Bunbury to Nannup for the Nannup Flower
and Garden Festival on Sunday 16th August. Further details will follow in the August
Octagon.
Contact is Steve and Jessie McDonald, mobile 0409 958 589.

Banton’s Big Breakfast – 23rd August
The ever popular annual Banton’s Big Breakfast run on Sunday 23rd August will depart
the Clubrooms at 8:00am sharp, so make sure you arrive by no later than 7:45am in
time for the route briefing! A delicious Farmhouse Breakfast will be served to you at
the destination, including: Bacon, Roast Tomato, Italian Herb Mushroom, Baked Beans,
Grilled Sourdough, Poached Eggs (GFO), Fresh brewed Coffee and Tea. Cost is $20pp
which must be paid by Direct Dept to Terry Banton. Full information is in the advert
on page 15 overleaf.
Southern Chapter members can join this event at the breakfast venue, which is located
south of Perth, without having to drive to the Clubrooms in Bayswater. Contact Terry
to advise him if you are intending to meet the group at the venue.
If you have not yet advised your attendance to Terry Banton, please contact him by
email (terwan@iinet.net.au) or phone (9291 8877) by 16th August as numbers are
limited! For Southern Chapter members, please cc your email to Ted Mullins,
robynted01@hotmail.com.
13

WINTER WOOLIES RUN
Sunday 26th July
It’s that time of the year and the “Winter Woolies Run” is on again. Be sure to
add the date to your diary,
The lunch venue has been booked and planning is in progress.
The starting location this year is to be at the West (Guildford) end of the
Centrepoint Midland Shopping Centre car park. Opposite the Midland railway
station. Be there at 10.00am for a 10.30am start.
The run itself is some 60km along some lovely scenic roads and finishing at a
mystery destination for lunch. Navigators will take delight as there are NO
QUESTIONS, just enjoy the drive.
Those that are intending to participate are requested to confirm same by email
to us at hotdog1@iinet.net.au to enable our being able to confirm numbers
with the lunch venue. If you later decide to cancel for any reason please let us
know by Friday 24th July.
No matter what the weather is - join us for a great fun run.
Dig out your thermal underwear and fur boots !! It should be another great
WINTER WOOLIES FUN DAY !

Ian & Lis Campbell
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BANTONS

BIG

BREAKFAST

WHEN – Sunday 23rd.August 2020
TIME – MGCC CLUBROOMS – Depart 0800hrs
for scenic pre breakfast drive.
COVID-19 Farmhouse Breakfast including: Bacon,Roast Tomato, Italian
Herb Mushroom, Baked Beans, Grilled Sourdough, Poached Eggs (GFO)
Fresh brewed Coffee and Tea. At present it is table service but pending
regulation change it could be “buffet”.

$20.00 per head – MGCC Subsidised Event
Big Breakfast – 0900 hrs.
Venue – To Be Announced
Questions & Arguments have been organised

BOOKINGS Are now OPEN -Closing 16th August
Payment can be made by Direct Debit with the following details.
Account Name – T&W Banton
Commonwealth Bank Kalamunda
BSB # 066112 Account # 00626427
BBB then your name – eg BBBBANTON
Amount $20.00 per person.
Child $10.00 per child (Under 10 years)
Alternatively you can pay by cheque and post to T&W Banton
13 Madera Place Lesmurdie WA 6076
Your payment will be your registration – “not too technical”
Cancellation MUST be made 7 days prior to the event otherwise

you

responsible for the payment of $20.00.per head.
Booking Queries – terwan@iinet.net.au
Ph. 0407 452 910

will be

“We have sympathy for those persons trying to organise an event whilst under the
conditions of COVID 19”
15

Mid-Week Run.
16 June 2020
The joint mid-week run with the Healey club was delayed from last week until today
because of the weather. Today was a glorious autumnal day, blue skies and warm,
although we took our ZR to give it a good run. Arriving at the men’s shed car park in
Mundaring, to join a collection of MG’s, Jaguars, Healey’s, a lone Triumph and a
Westfield. Arthur gave us the route instructions that included two questions. 1. How far
to the picnic stop and 2. Where was it to be? The cars left the car park at 10:40 with us
bringing up the rear as usual. Up the Great Eastern highway, we go, all going well. Past
the Lakes and the Gt Southern turn off then over the hill into an 80 zone and what did
we see but 3 Police with a mobile speed gun, hopefully Doug’s speedo reading of 80
was correct, time will tell.
We then caught up with three MG’s, stationary on the roadside, a few KM’s short of
Bakers Hill, we also stopped. Mike Chester’s TD had an engine problem. A loud grinding
noise ensued thus the engine
would no longer start. 3 different
MG brains were not able to fix it.
Mike called the RAC out and we
then moved on to the planned ‘pit’
stop. The instructions were not
entirely clear regarding the right
turn after the Clackline sign, we
had a car tailgating us so we took
the first Right turn after the sign,
which of course turned out to be
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the wrong one, luckily there was a side road which led to the road off the correct right
turn and there were all the cars at the pit stop. We handed in our first sheet with the
question answers, received the next sheet, had a good natter in the sun and set off
behind the others.
This time lovely country roads heading back to the Gt Eastern, then onto Eadine Rd,
further confusion, should we go right or left at the T junction? We followed the others
to the left and then the lead car realised that we had gone wrong, so it was ‘about turn’
to eventually go under the Highway to pick up the Clackline/Toodyay road, where we
passed an almost invisible small cottage tucked into the bush, called Hoddywell Cottage,
which happened to be haunted – how do I know? We stayed there many years ago with
a friend and I had a strange encounter in the night, although sceptical Doug didn’t
believe my tale. We eventually took the Lilydale left turn, down to Chidlow, to park up
in the CP opposite the
Chidlow
Tavern for the
picnic.
We had to leave without
‘picnicing’ as we had an
afternoon appointment at
home.
Today was a good re-start
to the Mid-week runs of
our club.
Christine Bush
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THE DAY THE ENGINE DIED!
On Tuesday the 16th of June 2020, was my first run in the MG TD since purchase with
the MG Car Club, in conjunction with the Austin Healy Club. The meeting place was the
sculpture park in Mundaring at 1000. The MG performed very well going up Green
Mount hill with the loan distributor.
Coffee and a chat with the members and instructions for the course were handed out.
Off we set for a rendezvous near the Clackline turnoff. The MG performed quite well for
the first 20 minutes. I had just got to the top of a hill and a very rattly clunking sound
then a bang. Oh dear!
Thankfully I was able to coast down the hill to a widening in the road to allow vehicles
to pass. I pulled off and other members in their cars pulled over to provide assistance.
No leaks of oil or water were seen and the sound on attempted engine start were not
favourable. Alas she was dead!
I thanked all for the efforts and sent them on their way. The RAC were called and thank
goodness for the top cover. I hate to think what the tow rate from Bakers Hill to
Cannington would have been if I had to pay!
One and half hours went by and the flat bed truck arrived and off we went to
Cannington to Colin Bonny’s Paradise Garage. Colin and I pushed the MG into the work
shop so we could find out what had happened.
Within 30 minutes Colin had the head off and there it was. The exhaust gas valve head
had sheered off and had embedded itself into the top of number one-cylinder piston
head. We called it a day and I said I will be back in the morning to assist in the
disassembly of the engine.
It was great fun learning how the engine comes out of the engine bay. All the bolts and
screws in the interior and the awkward positions you have to get into puts Karma Sutra
to shame.
Then comes the fun part and an awakening into the shoddy workmanship some
tradesman under take. When removing the engine bolts from the clutch bell housing we
discovered that two of the bolts were different sizes than the rest. Then when the sump
was removed one bolt had three spring washers under it and a further two other odd
bolts as well.
Colin and I were staggered as to why tradesmen do such things. It is just as easy to find
the correct bolt or screw than to attempt to fit the incorrect one. We will replace all of
the bolts during the engine rebuild to ensure they are all correct.
During the engine disassembly we discovered no further damage to the crank or the
other components. There were pieces of the valve however in the sump.
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When the car was on the hoist it was discovered where the brake fluid was leaking
from. A weep in the master cylinder, this was removed and will be repaired also. The
clutch plate was as in Colin’s words very serviceable and looks like brand new. I said
considering the engine was out we will replace it with a brand new one to ensure that
everything is new when it goes back together.
The distributor in the MG was on loan as mine was being repaired as there was too
much play in the gear. The same was discovered when the starter motor was removed
as well, this will be repaired also.
So, in all a very interesting day pulling the heart out of the 1MA50MG. Discovering how
the disassembly process takes place and what makes things work. I am glad Colin
knows where it all goes as the number of trays of nuts and bolts and small pieces is
staggering.
Mike Chester
We do sincerely hope you will be allowed to come out and play with us again once
Colin has it all fixed, sparkling clean and ready to tackle the hills.
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MICHAEL GUSTERSON AOM
Our sincere congratulations go to Michael who was awarded the Medal of the Order of
Australia (AOM) in the recently announced Australian Honours, for his services to
marine seismic surveying.
Among the highlights of his 47 years on the seas was being master of the Eugene
McDermott the 2nd, during the 1970's and 80's, which was equipped with instruments
that mapped subsurface geology offshore from Australia. The data enabled many oil
and gas discoveries and formed the base important contribution to the formation of the
North West Shelf oil and gas industry.

Now in retirement, Michael devoted his working life to the merchant navy, starting at
age 15, enrolling at the HMS Worcester, the Thames Nautical Training College. On
graduation he joined the Blue Funnel Line (Alfred Holt & Co) as midshipman. (My
personal highlight at one visit to the "Worcester"- he organised our family to be rowed
round to the other side of the "Worcester" to tour the Cutty Sark, the beautiful and
fastest ever tea clipper - sensational, permanently at anchor and in original state!).
Back to Blue Funnel Line, which then had a fleet of 100 ships mainly plying between
Liverpool and the Far East. In the 60's, for 2 years Michael was transferred to the
Gorgon, which was unique as it only sailed between Fremantle and Singapore. She was
otherwise identical to "Blue Flue" ships - mainly cargo but with 20 to 30 passengers.

A high seas romance with Michele, a very attractive young Perth lady lead to marriage
here, then both back to UK, finally in 1965 to return permanently to settle in Perth.
20

His career then embraced rising
through the ranks with State Ships,
which he then left to be master of the
Clevedon, which transported bulk
Cockburn cement to our North West
for infrastructure to support iron ore
and offshore gas and oil industries.
There followed his important work
detailed
above
with
Eugene
McDermott the 2nd. Mike's final roles
were serving as master of the Cape
Done, an Australian Maritime Federal
Safety Authority ship to service coastal
and offshore light structures (mainly
marine lights which could not be
reached from shore) and about 10
years final service with the Federal
Government's research vessel Rig
Seismic leading to retirement in 1998.
Michael has been a member of our Club for almost 25 years. Initially, he owned an
immaculate MGA and currently enjoys an immaculate MGF. His favourite events are the
"Show'n’Shine and the "Have Go Day"
Well done Michael!
Richard Gusterson
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WACKY RACES
with Peter McGrath

Welcome back to Wacky Races for July 2020. With Covid 19 restrictions in place and no
club activity from late March to Late May, there has been no Octagon and therefore no
Wacky races for May and June.
It was sad to have no Northam Flying 50 or Albany Classic regularity events this year,
especially as so many of our members were due to take part. We have also missed out
on the planned early rounds of the Motorkhana WA championship, other Autokhanas,
Hill Climbs and the point to point series that had been planned.
As restrictions gradually lift in stages, more and more club events can be scheduled.
Social runs are already well under way, as overseen and on the whole, organised by
Tony Ford. It’s great to hear that so many of you have been taking part.
Well the time is nearly there to blow out the cobwebs and get your MG out on the
track. With restrictions currently at up to 100 persons, this allows the majority of
competition events to resume.
The Point2Point series organised by the WASCC was the first to get back under way,
(this year named the Tarmac Sportz series) round 7 took place on Saturday 20th June at
Barbagallo. This particular round is a lot like taking part in a rally stage, with the chance
to drive on the main circuit, Jack’s Hill, infield pit areas and pitlanes, with a start at point
A and a finish at point B – and you have to get there as fast as you can. Don’t worry if
you missed out, there are more rounds to go throughout the remainder of the year:
Round 8 – 24th July (evening under lights – 5pm to 10pm) – there is a Sprint and a
Driftkhana rather than a Point2Point
Round 9 – 25th July (8am onwards) – Point2Point
Round 10 – 11th September – evening Sprint and Driftkhana
Round 11 – 25th October – Hill Climb at Jack’s Hill
Also coming soon, the TSOA have two Autokhanas planned. Coogee on the 16th August
and Midvale on 20th September. Details to follow a little closer to the time.
In September, there is a chance for new and novice competitive drivers to get out on
the circuit at Barbagallo. The Come & Try day organised by the WASCC is scheduled for
Wednesday the 16th September, from 9am.
As yet, I don’t have any information regarding the State Motorkhana championship.
Rounds 1 and 2 were cancelled, with round 3 due to take part in July. As soon as I have
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any details, I’ll pass them on. The JCCWA have not arranged any track days at this
stage, but I’ll keep you posted should this change.
With things starting to get back to normal, we should see the competition calendar
start to fill up again. As always, if you hear about a competition event that we have
promoted, then please let me know, so I can pass onto your fellow members.
For the motorsport fans, Formula 1 gets underway in July with Austria now being the
first race of the new season on 5th July and Supercars resuming in Sydney on 27th June.
Here’s to a rapid and fun July – but keep up the social distancing!

Late news about Motorkhana Events
With the lifting of some of Covid-19 restrictions, Scott and the WA
Motorkhana Advisory Panel have been busy planning a modified 2020 State
Motorkhana Championship.
The first part of the planning was to find suitable dates; a difficult
task, as other disciplines also want to run their events in the
remaining 6 or 7 months of 2020. To avoid event clashes we've had to
shorten the Championship by one round.
Please note that the following (four) dates have not been ratified by
Motorsport Australia, but it would be a good idea to put them in your
diary to start planning your comeback.
Round 1 Sunday, July 26 --- Tiger
Round 2 Sunday, August 30 --- Tiger
Round 3 Saturday, September 12 --- NOTE: venue to be confirmed
(alternative -- Sunday September 13 at Tiger)
Round 4 Sunday, November 29 --- Tiger

Do your bit, SUPPORT OUR LOCAL ADVERTISERS/SPONSORS
In this edition of the Octagon we have had several
contributors who have taken photographs or supplied articles that were used
throughout the magazine.
Christine Bush, Pete McGrath, Syd Sunter-Smith, Paul Bowerman, Mike Chester,
Zoi Hagarty, Ian Cushway, Andrew Coles and Tony Bagshaw
If you have a story about your MG or had an adventure with it and wish to share it,
please sent it in to us.
Thank you M & G
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Article by Ian Cushway, Photos by Andrew Coles

Moss helps return the legendary
1968 London-Sydney MGB to its former glory
Every week the world over people machete their way through undergrowth and battle
seized hinges to unearth derelict, long forgotten about classics. But when a junk dealer
asked to clear the contents of a house in 2015 tugged open the garage doors to reveal a
rusty, shoddily painted purple MGB Roadster with a peculiar-looking roll bar and what
looked like a wheel spline on the boot, little did he know he'd stumbled upon a long-lost
piece of MG history...
Hidden gem
Intrigued by a battered metal
plaque on the centre console
that read, 'Daily Express LondonSydney Marathon 1968', instead
of being sold for scrap the dusty
discovery was subsequently
advertised for sale and, to cut a
long story short, was brought to
the attention of MGB Car Club
member Bill Price.
Being the former Manager of the
BMC's Competition department,
Bill instantly recognised the two obscure accessories as being supplied by Special
Tuning, BMC's in-house race preparation department. Interest suitably pricked, after a
quick check of the
registration (UMD 534F)
by club archivist, Peter
Neal, the penny finally
dropped.
Incredibly, the car in
question was none
other than the MGB
Roadster famously
campaigned by Jean
Denton and co-driver
Tom Boyce in the
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gruelling 10,000-mile 1968 London-Sydney Marathon. A feat that was to be completed
in just 14 days, meaning they had to maintain very, very good progress just to finish.
Given its historic interest, the car was quickly secured by the MGB Register and restored
by Abingdon Car Restorations, something made possible by crowd funding. Oh, and
Moss Europe provided many of the parts to make it all possible.
Lady racer
So who was Jean Denton,
exactly? Well, the Yorkshire
lass (born Jean Moss,
coincidentally) was quite a
character – a thrill-seeker,
and one for bucking the
trend. As well as becoming
British Women Racing
Drivers' Champion in 1967
and 1968, she was also a
successful businesswoman
and politician in later life,
being awarded a CBE in
1991 and gaining the title Baroness Denton of Wakefield a year later. Sadly, she died of
cancer at the age of 65 in 2001. As for the car itself, well that had already seen plenty of
action that summer on the racetracks of Europe although, as Jean explained, there was
lots of work involved getting it ready, "What stands out without a doubt is the four solid
months before we left when our whole lives were given over to building the MGB for
the epic, and raising the money to pay for the trip – so much so that we now wonder
what else we used to do in our spare time."
Ready to rally
A friend of her husband and co-driver, Tom Boyce, ended up doing much of the
preparation. The double fuel tank had gone in already, and additional racks were added
to carry the three five-gallon jerry cans (two for fuel and one for water) that would be
needed while on the more remote sections of the rally.
Incidentally, the engine had been detuned to allow it to run on inferior grade fuels they
would inevitably encounter on route. Keen on keeping the drag as low as possible, Jean
was adamant that nothing be carried on the hardtop roof, so one spare wheel went in
the boot and another was mounted on the bootlid.
To cope with the extra weight, special rear springs, designed by Alex Moulton, were
fitted at the rear, while at the front extra long coil springs were made up to retain a
generous amount of ground clearance.
To negate the risk of damage by 'roos, a special guard was made by Rearsby
Automotive. Cibié provided extra powerful headlamps, twin spots and twin fogs and
bizarrely a reversing light free of charge to all entrants.
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Pull out a chair
Inside, the most obvious modification was the absence of a passenger seat. Instead, the
space was occupied by an alloy tubular construction, reportedly designed by the
London College of Physicians, which had been strung with webbing with foam on top to
act as a bed!
BP provided free fuel on route, co-driver Tom got a cordless shaver and Jean happily
donned a new outfit courtesy of leading fashion magazine, Nova. But funnily, the perk
Jean found the most useful on the journey was an enormous handbag which she used
to store their passports and important documentation.
She vividly remembered the start from the now defunct race circuit at Crystal Palace on
November 24, 1968, saying in a report after the event that, "We set off with extra
determination just because everyone said it could not be done by two amateurs in an
MGB."
Lis
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Daniel

Ernie

Sarah

Along with 97 other entrants, having crossed the channel they weaved their way via
Paris, Turin and Belgrade to Istanbul on a ferry across the Bosporus then on to Asia by
way of Kabul, then Delhi, with their final destination being Bombay.
Alan Palmer

From there the cars were transported by boat to Fremantle, and then via mostly
unmade roads east through the outback to the finish four days later in Sydney.
Needless to say they encountered various hurdles on route, including Jean suffering car
sickness in the Alps and being mobbed by crowds in India. The worst mishap though was
when one of the engine mounts broke which resulted in the fan going through the
radiator. It could have spelled a cruel end of the rally, but thankfully a replacement was
donated by a member of the MG Car Club Western Australia that had driven out in his
MGB to greet them – talk about club benefits!

Race to the
finish
Because the
race was
scored on
timed
average
speed on
stages, Jean
noted that
they averaged
85mph for six
hours in order
to get to their
next checkpoint on time. You'd be hard pushed to do that today in a fast, modern car!
The intrepid duo's MGB, entrant number 47, finally came in 42nd out of 56 finishers –
the only sports car to complete the epic trip. Relieved to have made it, there was though
as sense of anti-climax for Jean when she explained, "we could have done so much
better as the engine of the MG was still going beautifully."
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Lost in time
Having we presume been shipped back to the UK, the MGB subsequently competed in
the Scottish Rally, but then languished in a scrapyard throughout the latter part of the
'70s. It was rescued momentarily, then disappeared again until it miraculously
resurfaced once more in 2015.

Aside from the sorry state of the bodywork, the oddball bed on the passenger side was
missing, as was the Roo bar, the frame for the jerry cans and the spotlights – although a
set of replacements for the latter were kindly donated by a MGCC member. Ditto the
missing factory hardtop. Wires had been fitted, but Moss Europe supplied a set of
Minilites to replicate the ones fitted in the '60s.
Abingdon Car Restorations was given the task of carrying out the expert restoration
and did a fantastic job, with the original stickers painstakingly recreated from archive
photographs of the car. Other people worthy of mention include Pete and Sharon
Smith, who had an input into the car's build originally and helped ensure it was
authentic.
Back on the road
The historic Roadster finally made its debut at the 2018 NEC Practical Classics
Restoration Show, but as John Watson, chairman of the MGCC MGB Register told us,
it's still very much an ongoing project. "We're still improving it. We'd even considered
trying to replicate the bed for the passenger side, but when we contacted the London
College of Physicians, they couldn't find the original design, so we'd be shooting in the
dark a bit with that one."
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Still, for a car that could so easily have been scrapped, or sold for parts, it's amazing it's
survived at all. And the fact that it's such an accurate match to the vehicle that left
London over 50 years ago to race halfway round the world is a tribute to the effort,
dedication and sheer passion put into it by the MGB community.

This article was sent in by Syd Sunter-Smith
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MGF – An owner’s guide
I’ve thought for some time that I’d like to write an article about the MGF. Nothing
against the MGTF that followed, but I’d like to focus on the MGF.
About the car
The MGF was a long time in the making. From the end of MGB production in 1980,
through the MG badged performance Austins and Rovers of the 1980s and early 1990s,
to the brilliant MGRV8 of 1992, there hadn’t been a mass-produced MG sports car for
too long.
As the last of the MGBs were sold in the early 80s, British Leyland stressed their firm
intention to keep the MG name for some unspecified future product. In 1982 the Austin
Metro was the first car to wear an MG badge after the B. The turbo version was a sporty
car, in line with the trend for hot hatches at the time, with the MG Maestro and MG
Montego that followed in 1983 and 1984 offering more life for the MG badge.
Those spirited MG badged Metros, Maestros and Montego looked great with their
sporty wheels and body kits, but the handling characteristics weren’t really up to
scratch. Rover had produced some coupe versions and sportier models of their 200 and
800 series cars in the early 90s too, but as good as these were (and I can certainly vouch
for the 216GSI), they were nothing like an MG sports car should be, especially as they
were front wheel drive.
Various designs, mock-ups and concepts for a roadster and/or coupe had been
produced throughout the 80s and 90s, but it was half way through the latter decade
before we got what we’d been waiting for. It would have been easy for the Rover group
to rebadge or adapt one of their coupe models, but thankfully a stand-alone MG car
made it to production after a drawn-out development period. Rover had committed to
the project in 1991 and it finally appeared four years later as a two-door roadster
(Rover by then under BMW ownership). The new car certainly looked like an MG and it
was rear wheel drive too!
The new MGF stood out with it’s retro looks and unusual design - Mid, transverse
mounted engine and Hydragas suspension. MG had dabbled with the idea of a
mid-engine sports car from as early as the late 1960s during the BMC days.
Circumstances prevented that occurring, but the idea never really went away. During
development stages, testing of a mid-mounted engine even took place in the back of
Metro vans.
When it was released, it had to be a good car. There were many competitors in the
mid-90s that drove and sold well including the Mazda MX5, BMW Z3, Toyota MR2,
Lotus Elan and Alfa Spider. The standard 1.8i MGF weighed in at just over 1,000kg with
120bhp (88KW) and a decent 0-60mph (0-100kph) time of 8.5 seconds. The F certainly
stacked up against its direct competitors when it came to performance and handling.
Pricing was competitive and other features were in line with the times such as electric
power steering, electric windows, air-conditioning, ABS disc brakes and airbags.
There were nearly 80,000 MGFs produced between 1995 and 2001, before the MGTF
(around 40,000 sold) took over until the collapse of MG Rover in 2005 (with the brief
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relaunch of MGTFs under Chinese ownership later in the 2000’s). The majority of MGFs
had versions of the DOHC 16 valve 1796cc K series engine. Some entry level 1588cc cars
were produced, but in much smaller numbers. The K series engine and aerodynamic
body allowed for brilliant fuel economy, with combined fuel consumption of around 7
ltr/100km. VVC versions had increased power (145bhp/107KW) and reduced 0-60 times
(7 seconds).
What are they like?
The MGF is a great little sports car, with good performance and brilliant handling. The
mid-mounted engine offers great balance through tight corners and the power to
weight ratio means you’re rarely embarrassed pulling away from the lights. The short
throw but long shift nature of the five forward gears makes it a driver’s car. I haven’t
personally driven the Steptronic automatic version, so can’t comment on that model.
The folding soft top is easy to use and can even be pulled into place from the driver’s
seat, if you’re flexible and strong enough, this is unless you have a wind deflector
behind the seats! Visibility is good going forwards, but more of a challenge in reverse,
with the small mirrors and as the car gets older, hazy rear vinyl window.
The seats are comfortable and supportive and the driving position is good for all except
the really tall drivers. Switches and controls are easy to reach and the air-con and
heating are good, even if they do favour the driver over the passenger.
There are a surprising number still on the road in WA, with values reflecting condition.
Now that they are between 19 and 25 years old, you could pick up an unloved model
for as little $3,000 or a pristine model for $15,000. Decent, looked after MGFs should
start to appreciate in value as they head into classic car territory.

One day It too will be a classic
What to watch out for?
Just like any older car, the usual things such as rust, wear and tear and mistreatment
should be looked for.
Specifically, broken trims are common, not that anything is particularly fragile, but some
of the plastics can break down especially if the car has spent lots of time out of a
garage.
The K Series engine found in the MGF can be prone to head gasket failure, just like in
other Rover and Land Rover models. So be vigilant when checking out an F you might be
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interested in. The temp gauge gets up to running temp pretty quickly, but it should stay
there, around halfway on the gauge. Keep an eye on the oil temperature too, the
needle should sit at the lower end of the gauge during normal driving. Check the
expansion bottle cap and dipstick for any signs of fluid in the wrong location.
Ride height is another thing to check. If the car isn’t sitting level, there’s a good chance
there is an issue with the Hydragas suspension. Not the end of the world, but repairing
or converting the suspension can be expensive.
About my car
I’d owned Rovers (827 and 216GSI) and an MG (MG-ZT160) back in the UK and had
thoroughly enjoyed driving them. I very nearly brought my ZT over when we emigrated
in 2005, but decided not to at the last minute (a decision I still regret). I’ve had some
decent cars here in WA, including my first (and only to date) V8 in a 2001 VT
Commodore, but most have been practical, including a long 4x4 off-roading hobby.
Then the mid life crisis kicked in and I started looking for a new hobby – a sports car.
I thought about some of the sporty Fiats I’d owned in my 20s and remembered the total
fun I’d had driving cars with go-kart like characteristics.
One night, browsing Gumtree on my tablet, an MGB popped up. Cool looking 1970
British racing green car, a little shabby, but not too expensive ($11k or thereabouts). So,
I started looking for others. The prices varied wildly depending on the condition. Then
the thoughts of possible trouble on cold starts, no heating and no air-conditioning took
over and I dropped the idea.
I happened to drive through Vic Park one afternoon and saw a silver MGF for sale on a
dodgy looking car lot. So, I pulled over for a closer look. It was cheap at $3,500, but
rough. Both headlights were chipped and the paintwork was terrible. But it got me
thinking, an MGF might be just what I was looking for. Modern features like air-con and
ABS and yet it still looked like an MG, and was heading into classic car territory. I started
scouring the car sales websites, doing my research. Two months later I was at Aberdeen
Auto Auctions in Northbridge buying my very own MGF. I didn’t wait for the auction,
nor did I test drive it, even though I knew all about the potential pitfalls of the K series
engine. I merely looked it over, heard it start the instant the key was turned and fell in
love with the exhaust note. I made an offer there and then and collected it the next day.
I got lucky. It was well past the dreaded head gasket failure timeframe. Not sure when it
had been done, but it clearly been done. It was registered and had lived in Exmouth, so I
thought it must be used to hotter conditions. The suspension had been converted from
Hydragas and there was the added bonus of a hardtop. The bodywork on the whole was
decent, very little rust and not many dents. Nearly new Kumho tyres and a decent
modern Alpine stereo had also been fitted. The interior was a little worse for wear, but
nothing I shouldn’t have suspected for a near 20-year-old car.
The first time I took it for a spirited drive that following weekend, I was hooked. The
go-kart driving experience was exactly what I hoped for. But the hardtop wasn’t to my
liking, it’s simply too noisy with that mid-mounted engine right behind me. The hardtop
booms to the sound of the engine. Easy to remove, it now lives on the side of my garage
wall.
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What have I done to it?
In the grand scheme of things, not a huge amount. I replaced broken and failing interior
fittings in the early days of ownership such as: sun-visors, handbrake and gearstick
gators, centre armrest, instrument bezel fascia, missing interior lamp lenses, new
speakers, soft-top catches, floor mats (real MGF ones!), missing clips and screwcaps.
Most of these parts I found through Rimmer Brothers, but MGnTFbitz is another online
supplier who keep a lot of trim parts. The leather gators I found on ebay through an
independent supplier who makes them for all makes and models (the quality is
excellent and they were cheap too).
There was only one key and remote with the car when I bought it. After a bit of
research, I managed to get hold of both a blank key and new remote from Rimmer
Brothers again. Just be aware that there are different frequencies for different regions.
433Mhz for cars sold from new in Australia and 315Mhz for cars brought over by
previous owners from Europe. I took them down to Lighthouse Locksmiths in Canning
Vale and got both the new and old fob re-programmed to the car. It took about 10
minutes and $90. They even cut the new key for me for under $10. Luckily, I was there
to talk the technician through it. The MGF wasn’t listed on his computer system, but a
round-about way via Land Rover (the original Freelander and some Discovery models
had the same system), lead to a link to Rover and then to MGFs. He then plugged his
programmer into the car and paired both new and old fobs to a new signal.
I was quick to do a coolant change, and was pleased to see the old coolant was still nice
and green. I then changed the rear disks and brake pads all around. Quite an easy job
really that took less than two hours on my garage floor. I also changed the HT leads for
a new silicone set. The plug leads were easy, but the coil lead was tricky. Oil filters and
air filters are easy to find and to change.
I’ve been changing the oil every 3,000kms, mainly because of the hard driving I do in the
competitions. This job takes a bit longer than a normal oil change, because access to the
oil filler cap involves removing the parcel shelf and engine cover. It’s possible to refill
through the oil filler assembly under the boot, but this is also the tube for the dipstick,
which is very narrow. It
takes an age to refill
this way and it can get
messy with overflows.
I had some of the
coolant
hose
assemblies
replaced
and changed the clutch
master
and
slave
cylinders. All parts I
easily bought through
Rimmer Brothers and
At home on the track
had my local mechanic
at
Thornlie
Autos
change for me.
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At one track day event, I had some major coolant issues, losing large quantities of
coolant twice. I thought it was the dreaded head gasket failure, but calm driving on the
way home lead to no further eruptions. The car running at normal temperature on the
freeway. So before panicking, I ordered a replacement expansion bottle cap. This cheap
and simple “repair” fixed the problem and it has never been an issue since. The coolant
wasn’t able to pressurise with the old cap and was causing the boiling over.
The biggest issue I’ve had is with the bonnet release. The cable became detached from
the bonnet mechanism. I managed to cut through the lock striker bolt using a
reciprocating saw, a lot of effort, a little blood and some swearing. The replacement
part was easy to obtain and I found the issue quickly. The eyelet on the end of the cable
had simply come off the latch assembly. Before putting it back together, I figured out a
way to release the bonnet without destroying anything. Let me know if you need some
tips.
Recently I’ve changed the tyres for semi-slick racing tyres. The Federal 595 tyres are
brilliant and don’t mess with road handling at all, but offer greater grip on the track. I
had the windscreen replaced due to a crack, which has also corrected an annoying rattle
in the windscreen trim and the mirror mounting plate fixed to the new windscreen is a
tighter fit for the mirror, which doesn’t vibrate around as much now. I’ve had both
bumpers resprayed along with some plastic welding to the rear bumper which had a
split. The colour match and finish achieved by the guys at Maddington Smash Repairs is
fantastic.
I’ve still got the timing belt, fan belt and some more re-spraying to do, but nothing
major now. The rear window is my next job to tackle and I should probably start
weighing up changing the hood too.

Fits right in with other MG’s
Conclusion
The MGF has been one of my favourite cars. It’s introduced me to the MGCCWA and
from there to many competition events, where it does exactly what it was deigned to
do. I’d highly recommend the F to anyone who may be even remotely interested in
buying one.
Pete McGrath
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FOR SALE AND WANTED SECTION
1970 MGB Roadster - $19,000
Excellent condition inside and out,
restoration done by MG Sports Garage
Same owner 28 years,

Contact: Paul Narducci 0418 752 410
paulnarducci@bigpond.com

1966 MGB Green - $17,500
Good engine and Gearbox, new tyres
Soft top, tonneau cover
Would consider p/x MGF plus cash

Contact: Brian Peart 0402 282 266
bpps1990@tpg.com.au

1968 MGB roadster - $35,500
Fully restored, mechanically rebuilt
New tonneau and hood, bumpers available

For further info contact: David Fletcher
0404 890 200 david.fletcher@uwa.edu.au

4 Rims suitable for MGA or similar
Free to a good home
They are in reasonable condition, have tyres on but maybe out of date

Contact: Graham 0401 375 644

The Deadline for items for the August edition of the
Octagon will be Monday 27th July 2020. Please keep an eye on the
dates as they change
Thank you M & G Editors
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I have a tow bar to suit an MGB. It came off my 1967 MGB GT. $150.
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